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ABSTRACT 

The globalised and progressive political atmosphere of India is definitely a temptation 

that can create undesirable behaviours from the prudent politicians and government 

officials of the country, which in turn increases the chances of exploitation and abuse of 

their power and authority. ‘Rule of Law’, which is traditional and contemporary at the 

same time, is the only suitable solution to this problem of power abuse and any kind of 

objectionable political influences. ‘Rule of Law’ simply means ‘the state is ruled and 

governed by law and not by the people in power’. Beginning with the base concept of 

‘rule of Law’, the paper describes in detail the evolution of ‘Rule of Law’ ideology from 

its baby stages to its present flourished status, followed by the portrayal of its global and 

Indian perspectives, in the framework of international settlements and Indian 

constitutionalism respectively. The paper attempts to identify the areas of judicial 

interferences to safeguard and uphold ‘rule of law’ and concludes with a description of 

the challenges to ‘rule of law’ in the present scenario. 

 

I. THE CONCEPT OF ‘RULE OF LAW’ – AN OVERVIEW 

‘Rule of Law’ is an ideology and conceptual framework, that fashions a system by which the 

state will be governed by the law, not by a ruler or any elected representatives. In such 

countries, the sovereign power lies with the law or Grundnorm and it dictates the ruling 

principles and the governing structures for other statements of law and for the authorities.  

The emperors or the legislatures of the state are ruled by and their powers are restricted by 

the law, ultimately making ‘Law the King’. The ‘Rule of Law’ should not be understood as 

an outline for designing a system but should be seen as a set of underlying principles, values 

and philosophies that provide insights for determining authoritative boundaries and domains.  

(A) Definitions  

‘Rule of Law’ has been defined and theoretically explained by many scholars over the years. 

Aristotle spoke on the importance of Law in ruling a nation as “Law is order, good law is 
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good order”. Margaret Thatcher aligned Democracy and Rule of Law while stating “Being 

democratic is not enough, a majority cannot turn what is wrong into right. In order to be 

considered truly free, countries must also have a deep love of liberty and an abiding respect 

for the rule of law.”  Edward Snowden explained ‘Rule of Law’ in simple terminology as 

“The rule of law doesn't mean the police are in charge, but that we all answer to the same 

laws.” The United Nations former Secretary General, Ban Ki Moon spoke on the importance 

of ‘Rule of Law’ as  “We have to create a world where the rule of law, social justice, 

accountability and a culture of prevention will be the foundations of sustainable development 

and durable peace”.  The quotation by Madison, writer, Communicator and entrepreneur has 

given one of the most interesting explanation about ‘Rule of Law’; “When the Rule of Law 

disappears, we are ruled by the whims of men.”  

II. EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ‘RULE OF LAW’ CONCEPT 

The evolution of the rule of law concept may be traced back, at least to the fourth and fifth 

centuries, during which the idea of equality before law was discussed and debated. Even 

before the coining of the term ‘Rule of Law’, the same ideology was deliberated by many 

scholars and philosophers in the early eras. Some of the widely acknowledged introductions 

of the ‘Rule of Law’ concept are by Aristotle, the French political philosopher Montesquieu, 

the Romans, the Indian Scriptures, by a judge named Bracton during the reign of Henry III, 

the medieval philosophers Hobbs, Locke, and Rousseau and so on. When Aristotle advocated 

the idea of separating the ‘rule of Law’ from an individual, the French political 

philosopher Montesquieu juxtaposed the authentic authority of the rulers with idea of 

absolute power.  

The Romans from the period of the emperors onwards, advocated the supreme authority of 

law and even identified themselves as slaves of law, for true freedom. The Rule of Law 

concept was further emphasized during the formation of the first republic by the Romans. 

The Indian Scriptures spoke on the importance of law and principle driven leadership and the 

statement by judge Bracton shows the most stable base, wherein he described right 

governance as the one lit by the law or God. Hobbs, Locke, and Rousseau were the thinkers, 

who brought in the social contract theory and that was indirectly attributed to the notional 

foundation of the ‘Rule of Law’ concept. During the middle ages, the Islamic Jurisprudence, 

the Anglo-Saxon rulers of England and the Christian church propagated the ‘Rule of Law’ 

ideology. 

As followed by the historically celebrated discussions on ‘Rule of Law’, the formal norming 
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of the concept was done by Sir. Edward Coke, a Chief Justice in James I Reign, with its 

origin from the French usage 'La Principe de Legality', meaning the principle of legality.  As 

per his scholarly dictations, the King or the ruling authority should be refereed and controlled 

by the law (Costa, P., & Zolo, D., 2007). The basic idea of ‘Rule of Law’ is to ensure equality 

for one and all, wherein everybody irrespective of their social, political or financial status are 

governed and judged by the law. The ideology of ‘Rule of “Law’ nominated by Sir Edward 

Coke, was further explicated by A. V. Dicey through his scholarly articles (Barry, R.W., 

1997).   

(A) ‘Rule of Law’ concept strengthening its foundations - Discussions 

There are many theoretical perspectives on ‘Rule of Law’. All the theories revolve around the 

ideology that the Government should be subjected to and bound by the Law. John Locke, an 

English philosopher portrayed a society, that was bound to be controlled and accountable 

only to law and it has to apply to everyone equally. He also spoke of the importance of 

freedom for individuals from all the restrictions and limitations set by the government and 

private groups Sear. M (2005). A.V. Dicey (2013), proposed three principles for ‘Rule of 

Law’. The first principle is ‘Absolute supremacy of Law’, where the government or the 

public service officers shall not hold any kind of arbitrary or discretionary powers. The 

second principle is ‘Equality before Law’, as per which there shall not the any distinction 

between individuals, irrespective of their status in the society and the justice shall be served 

equally to everyone by the Law. The third principle is ‘Predominance of Legal Spirit’, it 

states that the courts play an important role in protecting the rights conferred upon the 

citizens and the role of constitution is that of being the source of all the legal provisions.  

The theories revolving around ‘Rule of Law’ concept may be mainly categorised into two 

sectors, based on the analysis of the theoretical landscapes Brian Z.T., (2000). Shklar (1987), 

proposes a philosophical blue print of the concept with its ground on the Aristotelian 

landscape and Montesquieu archetype. The Aristotelian ideology suggests that the society 

needs to be protected and pushed forward by law, which is devoid of any kind of human 

pressures, emotions, feelings or irrational fears. This function of driving the society by law 

can be put into practice by a set of rational judges, who will not be affected by the irrational 

and emotional realm but purely directed by the dimensions proposed by law. However, the 

practice of slavery in the ancient Athens poses a question mark on the applicability of this 

concept on the entire society equally, during that period.  

The second philosophical proposition as given by Montesquieu advocated a set of few laws, 
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that will be equally applicable to all the people in the society. The theory fundamentally 

moves around the idea that, the law is intended to protect the common man from the whim of 

government agents. Thus, the rule of law is envisioned to guarantee that the guilty are 

punished and the innocent is protected, which is more of a limited scope and reach. The 

Montesquieu’s archetype is closer to the modern ‘Rule of Law’ paradigm, presently in action.  

Though the scope of both the theoretical propositions are different, both theories have society 

in its core and emphasised the importance of protecting the people from the tyranny of the 

ruling community. 

Brian Z.T., (2000), identified two radical divisions of ‘Rule of Law, as Formal and 

Substantive. The formal theories are also called as thin theories, where the substantive 

theories are called thick theories. Each of the identified categories of theories are further 

divided into groups of three. The salient features of the thin theories are; (i) general and equal 

applicability of all the laws (ii) clarity and stability of the laws (iii) the fair and powerful 

enforcement of laws (iv) the clarity over the creation and enforcement of laws (v) rational 

acceptance of the laws by the common public and (vi) governance of the law-making bodies 

by law itself.  

The first sect of Formal theories considers law as an instrument of the government, which is 

used to implement its principles. The second group of formal theories give importance to 

formal legality, which ensures the clarity and purpose of laws. As per Hayek’s Rule of Law 

principles – “the law must be capable of guiding the behaviour of its subjects”, is an example 

of formal legality proposition F.R. Cristi (1984). The final set of formal theories brings 

democracy and legality together, where people’s consent on the laws are equally important as 

its enforcement and applicability.  

The thick theories or the substantive theories have few perspectives in addition to the thin 

theories, such as (i) systems of radical principles like specific economic arrangements (ii) 

nature and form of government and (iii) importance of upholding the human rights, while 

enforcing laws.  The first category of thick theories are the ones based on Individual Rights, 

where the elements like property, contract, privacy and autonomy are given optimum 

importance and respect. The second set of thick theories revolves around the right of dignity / 

justice and the last set includes Social Welfare and justice in addition to all the parameters 

discussed by the previous theories. Applicable fairness, wellbeing and protection of 

community are some of the guiding principles of the last set of thick theories.  

One of the prominent advocates of ‘Rule of Law’ in the modern era is F.A. Hayek. The 
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salient feature of F.A. Hayek’s theory is his insistence on the relationship between Liberalism 

and ‘Rule of Law’, for economic growth and stability.  As Liberalism being the trend of the 

present era, the theory proposes that, ‘Rule of Law’, where the government is bound by Law, 

is the only way to protect the individuals. The main principles of his theory are; (i) zero 

coercive powers of the government on individuals, except in case of already existing laws, 

(ii) Simplicity of the laws making it easy to be adhered to, (iii) Equal Application of the Law 

on all citizens, (iv) Creating general guidelines for specific cases that are to be done by 

unique bodies or individuals, who are separated from the cases in any form and (v) the 

judicial evaluation on the administrative actions. Roberto Unger (1977), viewpoint on ‘rule of 

law’, opposes the Hayek ideology of prioritising liberalism. The core philosophies suggested 

by Unger in addition to the generally discussed dimensions of ‘Rule of Law’, like its general 

application, equality before law, are the separation of management from the legislation and 

distinguishing adjudication from the administration.   

III. RULE OF LAW – GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 

‘Rule of Law’ has been accepted and practiced across the globe, in different dimensions and 

at varying degrees.  According to United Nations, the rule of law is essential for international 

peace and safety as well as political wellbeing. The social and economic development, 

protection of individual rights and freedom, equal availability to public provisions to general 

public, controlling corruption and abuse of authority, and creating peaceful bridges between 

people and state are also determined and achieved by rule of law. The United Nations has 

also put forth the Sustainable Development Goal for 2030, as ‘strengthening rule of law for 

development’.  This is a clear indication of the global nature of the ‘rule of law’ concept and 

its acceptance across the boundaries.  

Starting with the European countries, the applicability and acceptance of ‘rule of law’ may be 

simply understood from how the  European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights 

and Freedom addressed themselves as ‘like – minded countries with shared legacy of political 

ethnicities, principles, liberty and the rule of law’. European countries like France, Germany 

and Finland view and acknowledge ‘rule of law’ as a convention which is analogous to 

constitutional principles on fundamental rights protection of common people, from the public 

authorities and ensuring definitive freedom.  

United States of America, is a country that upholds ‘Rule of Law’. The historical origin of the 

concept in US may be traced back to the Federalist papers published by John Jay, Alexander 

Hamilton and James Madison, during which the law was expected to act as an intermediary 
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between the people and the legislature. The major underlying principles of ‘Rule of Law’, as 

stated by US constitution are, it has to be Openly propagated, equally enforced, 

independently arbitrated and should be in line with the international principles on human 

rights. John F. Kennedy, the former President of America highlighted how the nation respects 

Rule of Law and is against the idea of Rule of Force.  The importance of ‘Rule of Law’ was 

further deliberated years later by the 44th American President Barak Obama as, “One of the 

challenges of a democratic government is making sure   even in the midst of emergencies and 

passions, we make sure that rule of law and the basic precepts of justice and liberty prevail.” 

United Kingdom also upholds ‘Rule of Law’ in a different way. In the absence of a written 

constitution, in United Kingdom ‘Rule of Law’ is assumed to be part of an ‘unwritten 

constitution’. Legal Certainty, Equality, Fairness, Retrospective Legislation and following 

due legal process are the defined scopes of ‘Rule of Law’ in the United Kingdom. The 

president of the UK Supreme Court Lord Neuberger (2013) stated in his speech that,  

“The rule of law requires that any persons with a bona fide reasonable legal claim must have 

an effective means of having that claim considered, and, if it is justified, being satisfied, and 

that any persons facing a claim must have an effective means of defending themselves.” 

Various international organizations like United Nations, International Bar Association, 

International Development Law Organization, International Network to Promote the Rule of 

Law, The World Justice Project, The Council of Europe and International Commission of 

Jurists are propagators and promoters of ‘Rule of Law’.  

The World Justice Project, an International Civil Society, has identified more than 128 

countries that practices and promulgates rule of law and its principles. As per the World 

Justice Project Index, 2020, Denmark, Norway and Finland are the countries that practices 

rule of law in the most effective manner. The World Justice Project index also identified 

decline in the outcomes of many of the countries, especially in some of the most powerful 

countries like United States, France etc. As per the 2020 report, United States got dropped out 

from the top 20 countries and France fell from its 17th position to 20th position. Iran, 

Cameron, Egypt, Venezuela, Cambodia, Poland and Philippines are some of the other 

countries with annual percentage drop in Rule of Law. However, there are few countries like 

Ethiopia, Spain, Singapore etc., that have shown tremendous improvement in practicing rule 

of law. 

IV. RULE OF LAW IN INDIA  

In the Indian context, rule of law cannot be identified as a new ideology. The concept was 
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discussed over years, under varying names and titles. From the early Vedic period onwards, 

the idea of governance by the law and not by the people are observed. The proofs of such 

school of thoughts are seen in the writings of Indian philosophers like Chanakya and in many 

Indian scriptures like Upanishads, Manusmriti and Kautilya’s Arthasastra.  

The present scenario of public law system owes its foundations to the British jurisprudence 

and rule of law is the core of this system. Unlike the United Kingdom, who does not have a 

written constitutional set up, India is a country where, ‘Rule of Law’ is a system and practice 

envisioned by the Constitution and the written constitution shall hold the supreme power in 

the country. Every public authority, including the legislative and the executive derives its 

powers from the constitution alone. As per the provisions of the Article 13 (1) of the 

constitution any law, that is made is valid only if it is in conformance with the provisions of 

the constitution. Article 21 and Article 14 of the constitution protects the life and liberty of 

individuals from any arbitrary execution which is against the law and ensures equality for 

everyone and prevents any form of discrimination. Since rule of law is not conceptually 

defined even in the constitution, the same system and practice cannot be amended even 

through constitutional amendments. Independence of Judiciary and its separation from the 

legislature and the executive are the fundamental principal that ensures the rule of law.  

(A) ‘Rule of Law’ in practice – Judicial Interferences 

The legal base and judicial significance of ‘rule of law’ in India may be seen and understood 

from the supreme court declaration of ‘rule of law’ as one of the basic structures of the 

constitution, with its underlying principles of justice, equality and liberty. For any violation 

of ‘rule of law’, the common man can approach the supreme court or the high court, as per 

the provisions given by the Article 32 and Article 226 of the Indian Constitution. There are 

many cases where ‘rule of law’ was brought in and debated upon.  

ADM Jabalpur vs. Shivakant Shukla3, also known as the popular habeas corpus case, 

discussed the scope of ‘rule of law’ during the period of declared emergency, when the 

provisions of the Article 21 of the constitution is suspended. Though, a set of judges 

proclaimed negative observations on the question of law, Justice H.R. Khanna emphasized 

that the government, irrespective of the external implementation of constitutional provisions, 

the governments are not entitled to withdraw a person’s right for his life and liberty, without 

the legal support of law. Som Raj vs. State of Haryana4, was another widely discussed case 

that brought out an importance salient feature of ‘rule of law’, as the state is expected to work 
 

3 1976 (2) SCC 521; AIR 1976 SC 1207  
4 1990 SC1402 (29) 
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within the outline of the documented rules and philosophies, which confine and proposes 

restrictions on the discretionary powers.  

In the case, Union of India & ANR vs. Raghubir Singh case5, the supreme court 

acknowledged that there is no uncertainty on the role of the superior court decisions, in 

governing the lives of the people and in regulating the functions of the State. Chief Settlement 

Commissioner, Punjab vs. Om Prakash & Ors case6, the supreme court observed that the law 

courts hold the authority to evaluate the administrative actions of the government, based on 

the standards set by legal provisions. Keshvananda Bharti vs. State of Kerala7 was another 

case during which the supreme court stated ‘rule of law’ as one of the key provisions of 

doctrine of basic structure and Maneka Gandhi vs. Union of India8  brought in the 

observation that the Article 14 has provisions opposing  arbitrariness. 

Though  immunities to the election of office of Prime Minister from Judicial Review was 

created by adding  Article 329-A in the Constitution under 39th amendment, as part of the 

case -  Indira Gandhi Nehru vs. Raj Narain9, the Supreme Court cancelled Article 329-A , by 

stating it invalid since it negatively affects the basic structure of Indian Constitution. Gadakh 

Yashwantrao Kankarrao vs. Balasaheb Vikhe Patil 10case affirmed the importance of 

ensuring the purity of the elections for protecting the true essence of democracy and for 

which the ‘rule of law’ must prevail. Secretary, State of Karnataka and Ors. v. Umadevi 

case11, the constitutional bench of the court spoke about the practical application of ‘rule of 

law’, in confirming equality for public employment and no court or official orders are 

authoritative enough to question the same.  

In the Amlan Jyoti Borooah Vs. State of Assam case12, the judgement stated that Equity and 

compassion should be held as two separate concepts and the principles of equity are supposed 

to evolve from the facts, so that the court in its attempts to ensure equity should not oversee 

the fundamental rights and the rule of law principles. Bachan Singh v. state of Punjab case13, 

Singh Justice Bhagwati emphasized that the presence of a generally elected legislature to 

make laws is essential, but the legislature should not possess autonomous authority and 

judiciary must be independent. The supreme court judgement condemning the provisions 

 
5 1989 AIR 1933, 1989 SCR (3) 316  
6 1969 AIR 33, 1968 SCR (3) 655 
7 Writ Petition (civil) 135 of 1970 
8 1978 AIR  597,1978 SCR (2) 621,1978 SCC (1) 248 
9 AIR 1975 SC 2299, Appeal (civil) 887 of 1975 
10 1994 AIR 678, 1994 SCC (1) 682 
11 Appeal (civil) 3595-3612 of 1999 
12 CIVIL APPEAL NO. 387 OF 2009, Arising out of SLP (C) No.10726 of 2006) 
13 IR 1980 SC 898, 1980 CriLJ 636, 1982 (1) SCALE 713, (1980) 2 SCC 684, 1983 1 SCR 145 
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providing powers to interfere with the tribunal justice, by stating it as unconstitutional was 

given as part of the P. sambamurthy v. state of Andhra Pradesh case14. As part of Yusuf Khan 

v. Manohar Joshi case15, the supreme court stated that the state holds the responsibility to 

protect the constitution, the law and ‘rule of law’.  

All the above stated cases and the observations of the judicial panels evidently shows that the 

concept of rule of law is attaining more prominence and consideration and the judicial 

interference ensures the upholding of this principle.  

(B) ‘’Rule of Law’ questioned - Areas of Decline 

Though ‘Rule of Law’ is a concept embedded to Indian system through the provisions of the 

constitution, the ‘rule of law’ concept has not been completely embedded into the system. 

There are many areas of failures and inconsistencies. The emerging and ever existing 

activism still questions the existing of judiciary as one above all the other organs of the 

official system. The expand of the control that the courts can insist over the other organs still 

remains as a question mark. The social evils like Corruption, out of the court and above the 

court handling of criminals by the police, terrorism, fake encounters, the loopholes in the law, 

prejudicial and discriminating strategies are some of the areas that challenge rule of law. 

There are also incidents where ensuring equality becomes a difficult scenario, the 

government exploits the authority and functions without considering the rule of law 

principles and the privileges enjoyed by the bureaucrats are above the conventions of ‘rule of 

law’.  

V. CONCLUSION 

‘Rule of Law’ is observed, practiced and discussed from multiple dimensions. It is viewed as 

a Fundamental Governance Value that protects human rights, democracy, citizenship, 

freedom, equality and fraternity. Another perspective views it as a basis of constitutional 

principle, with or without a written constitution, then viewed as an ethics for the authorities, 

that can direct and control the ways in which the official powers are exercised. Further to 

that, ‘Rule of Law’ is also seen as set of institutions than as philosophical background and 

also as the nascent Integrity Systems, which can prevent corruption or any form of power 

abuse. To summarize the different perspectives, ‘rule of law’ is unquestionably a value, a 

system, an institution or a principle that guarantee good governance, human rights and 

protection of the society from the authorities. However, even with the presence of this 
 

14 1987 AIR 663, 1987 SCR (1) 879 

15 Writ Petition (civil) 673 of 1998 
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brilliant ideology in practice, deep rooted in the written constitutional setup, India has failed 

to accomplish the projected outputs, in many areas. The serious cases of human right 

violation to the daily discussed incidents of police violence are vivid examples of cases where 

the true spirit of ‘rule of law’ is lost. Thus, in addition to the existing efforts taken by the 

courts in ensuring the supremacy of law, deliberate efforts are required from the officials, the 

authorities and the common public to safeguard the envisioned state, which is rule by the law 

and not by the whims and fancies of the man.   

***** 
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